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ABSTRACT
Cool-season (April to October) rainfall dominates the annual average rainfall over Victoria, Australia, and
is important for agriculture and replenishing reservoirs. Rainfall during the cool season has been unusually
low since the beginning of the Millennium Drought in 1997 (;12% below the twentieth-century average). In
this study, 24 CMIP5 climate models are used to estimate 1) the extent to which this drying is driven by
external forcing and 2) future rainfall, taking both external forcing and internal natural climate variability into
account. All models have preindustrial, historical, and twenty-first-century (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5)
simulations. It is found that rainfall in the past two decades is below the preindustrial average in two-thirds or
more of model simulations. However, the magnitude of the multimodel median externally forced drying is
equivalent to only 20% of the observed drying (interquartile range of 40% to 24%), suggesting that the
drying is dominated by internally generated rainfall variability. Underestimation of internal variability of
rainfall by the models, however, increases the uncertainties in these estimates. According to models the
anthropogenically forced drying becomes dominant from 2010 to 2029, when drying is evident in over 90% of
the model simulations. For the 2018–37 period, it is found that there is only a ;12% chance that internal
rainfall variability could completely offset the anthropogenically forced drying. By the late twenty-first
century, the anthropogenically forced drying under RCP8.5 is so large that internal variability appears too
small to be able to offset it. Confidence in the projections is lowered because models have difficulty in simulating the magnitude of the observed decline in rainfall.

1. Introduction
Victoria experiences large variability in rainfall, on interannual through to multidecadal time scales (Power et al.
1999a,b; DELWP 2016a; Timbal et al. 2016; Hope et al.
2017). The instrumental records, which began in the 1850s,
as well as paleoclimate proxy records from a range of
sources (Gallant and Gergis 2011; Gergis et al. 2012) show
that Victoria has experienced numerous flooding and several drought episodes. Three prolonged periods of belowDenotes content that is immediately available upon publication as open access.
Corresponding author: Surendra Rauniyar, surendra.rauniyar@
bom.gov.au

average rainfall occurred during the instrumental period
(Timbal and Fawcett 2013): the Federation Drought (1896–
1905), the World War II Drought (WWII; 1936–45), and the
Millennium Drought (MD; 1997–2009; Fig. 1), each with
different characteristics (Verdon-Kidd and Kiem 2009;
Timbal and Fawcett 2013). Recent studies (Grose et al.
2015a; Timbal et al. 2016; Hope et al. 2017) show that
Victoria has experienced an annual rainfall decline of approximately 2 mm decade21 since 1960, despite the occurrence of several wet years during the 1970s, in 2010–11, and
more recently in 2016. This decline was driven by a downward trend in ‘‘cool-season’’ (April to October) rainfall. The
warm and cool seasons for Victoria consist of the months in
which long-term monthly average temperatures are above
and below the annual average temperature (Timbal et al.
2016). On average, Victoria receives about two-thirds of its
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FIG. 1. (left) Annual rainfall deciles map for the Millennium Drought (1997–2009) using the 1900–2018 period as climatology. (middle)
As in the left panel, but for the cool season (April–October) only. (right) As in the middle panel, but for the post–Millennium Drought
period (2010–18). Victoria state, the region of interest for this study, is located inside the rectangular box.

annual rainfall during the cool season. Cool-season rainfall
is also important for many crops and for replenishing reservoirs across the state. Streamflow reductions can be 2–3
times the rainfall declines, which means heightened implications for reservoir stores (DELWP 2016b; Potter et al.
2016; Timbal et al. 2016). Saft et al. (2015) found that the
amount of runoff for the same amount of rainfall has also
reduced during the MD across a number of catchments
compared with the historical rainfall–runoff relationship
prior to 1997.
Research undertaken during the South-Eastern
Australia Climate Initiative (SEACI) Phase 1 (CSIRO
2010; 2006–09) and Phase 2 (CSIRO 2012; 2009–12) and
during the Victorian Climate Initiative (VicCI; 2013–16;
Hope et al. 2017) showed that the MD was the most
severe protracted drought of the instrumental period. It
was also the longest drought observed in the historical
record (Kiem and Verdon-Kidd 2010; Grant et al. 2013;
Timbal and Fawcett 2013; Cai et al. 2014; DELWP
2016b; Dey et al. 2019). It lasted for 13 years (1997–2009)
with particularly large rainfall shortages compared to any
previous historical droughts. The MD was characterized
by a large decline in late autumn and early winter rainfall,
whereas the previous droughts exhibited a larger reduction in winter–spring rainfall (CSIRO 2012). In addition,
there has been a significant warming trend in Victoria
over the last 100 years, and the MD thus occurred in
warmer conditions than the earlier droughts (Timbal
et al. 2016). The lower rainfall prior to the start of the
runoff season (i.e., winter) contributed to a larger than
anticipated decline in streamflow (25%–75% relative
to the pre-1997 period) during the traditional filling
season for water storages in Victoria (Timbal et al.
2009; Potter et al. 2016). In spring/summer of 2010/11
and 2011/12, La Niña–driven extreme rainfall resulted in
widespread flooding across the region (and throughout
Australia), which ended the MD. During these periods,

all the three key large-scale drivers for rainfall, namely, El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Indian Ocean
dipole (IOD), and the southern annular mode (SAM),
were in phases historically linked to wet conditions in
southeastern Australia (Hendon et al. 2014; Hope et al.
2017), causing the above-average annual rainfall totals
across the region. However, the cool-season rainfall
continued to be below average even after the MD broke
(Fig. 1). These characteristics are likely to place the
rainfall since the start of the MD outside what would be
expected based on internal climate variability only, which
is assessed below. Internal variability is due to instabilities
that occur naturally within the climate system itself,
without any form of external forcing (Hawkins and
Sutton 2011; Kirtman et al. 2013). On the other hand, the
instrumental period is relatively short (only 119 years)
and it is possible that previous 20-yr periods were as dry as
or drier than the recent period, during preinstrumental
times. Paleoclimate studies have addressed this issue and
they concluded that there have indeed been other significant drought periods (Gergis et al. 2012; Freund et al.
2017). Other studies suggest that there may have been
longer dry periods in the last 600 years (Ho et al. 2015).
Previous studies (e.g., CSIRO 2010, 2012; Cai et al.
2014; Grose et al. 2015a; Timbal et al. 2016; Hope et al.
2017, 2015; Delworth and Zeng 2014; DELWP 2016a)
examined projections for Victorian rainfall and suggest a
greater likelihood of a drier Victorian climate in the future as a likely response to increased anthropogenic
forcings. For example, research reported in VicCI (Hope
et al. 2017) under a scenario of high greenhouse gas
emissions called representative concentration pathway
8.5 (RCP8.5; van Vuuren et al. 2011) in CMIP5 models
for the late twenty-first century, relative to 1986–2005
projected a decline in cool-season rainfall of 28% in
Victoria and 215% across southwest Victoria. Better
performing models exhibited a stronger rainfall decline
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for all Victoria under the same scenario, from a median
of 28% to 214%. Grose et al. (2015a), using the same
model output, found that almost all CMIP5 models
project a reduction of mean annual rainfall across the
Southern Slopes, which largely consists of southern
Victoria. They also concluded that natural climate
variability may remain ‘‘the major driver’’ of rainfall
changes by 2030 even as anthropogenic changes become apparent. Grose et al. (2015a) also found that
there is high confidence in projected rainfall decreases
in winter and spring in the Southern Slopes under
higher emissions (RCP8.5) from 2050 to 2090, but with
some differences within the region and between seasons.
They suggest that by 2090, spring rainfall is projected to
decrease across the Southern Slopes by around 225%
to 15% under RCP4.5 and 245% to 15% under RCP8.5
relative to 1986–2005. Timbal et al. (2015) found that the
changes in mean rainfall by 2030 relative to 1986–2005
across the Natural Resources Management (NRM)
Murray Basin Cluster, which largely consists of northern
Victoria, is small compared to natural variability. They
found that the changes in mean rainfall is around 210%
to 15% annually, and around 215% to 110% in winter,
and 215% to 115% in summer under all the RCP scenarios they considered. They suggested that by 2090,
changes in winter rainfall span 220% to 15% under
RCP4.5 and 240% to 15% under RCP8.5, and those in
summer rainfall span 215% to 110% under RCP4.5
and 215% to 125% under RCP8.5. Recent studies have
found similar results (e.g., Hope et al. 2017; Cai et al.
2014; Timbal et al. 2017; Potter et al. 2018).
On the other hand, there is no clear agreement among the
models on the sign of future rainfall change during summer.
Also, most models project little change in autumn across the
Southern Slopes Cluster (Grose et al. 2015a). This contrasts
with observed post-1960 declining trends in autumn having
been more significant than those for spring. There are known
deficiencies in the simulation of the current climate in autumn (CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 2015). This
observation–model discrepancy was explored in Hope et al.
(2015); it lowers the confidence we have in both projections
and in our ability to quantify the relative importance of anthropogenic forcing and natural changes in the recent multidecadal drying that has occurred in Victoria.
While an important component of the IPCC assessments has been the attribution of observed trends to
anthropogenic forcing, there were no attribution studies
for the rainfall trends across southern Australia reported in the last assessment (IPCC 2013). Timbal et al.
(2006) assessed two ensembles of one climate model forced
with natural variability (solar variability and volcanic eruptions) and all forcings (increasing atmospheric greenhouse
gases, aerosols, and the growth of the Antarctic ozone hole)
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to investigate the rainfall decline in southwest Western
Australia that began in the late 1960s. They found that anthropogenic forcing was needed for the climate models to
simulate the decline, but also that downscaling helped
clarify the signal, because predictors including pressure
presented a clearer signal over this region than the rainfall produced directly by the climate models. Similar approaches are presented in Timbal et al. (2010) for all of
Australia, including Victoria. Again, while the signal in the
pressure is clearer than the rainfall directly from the climate
model, they found that anthropogenic forcing enhanced the
rainfall decline in Victoria over recent decades. In contrast,
Hoerling et al. (2010) found that the ensemble mean of 23
CMIP3 models exhibits the opposite of the observed annual
rainfall trends during 1977–2006 over eastern Australia in
response to external radiative forcing. They also found that
the recent 30 years’ rainfall change over Australia is not
consistent with SST forcing alone. Delworth and Zeng
(2014) analyzed the control simulation and ensembles that
incorporates different combinations of atmospheric compositions from a high-resolution version of the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) global climate model
(CM2.5; Delworth et al. 2012) to assess whether the observed trends in autumn and winter rainfall over south and
southwest Australia can be attributed to human-induced
climate change. They found that observed decline in rainfall
over southeastern Australia for the 1991–2012 period relative to 1901–90 is unusual, but not clearly separable from
internal climate variability. The lack of attribution studies
analyzing the results from climate models with different
forcing over Victoria is a clear gap in the literature that we
will partially address in the current study as to date no attribution studies have been conducted using CMIP5 models.
Rauniyar et al. (2019) recently synthesized relevant
literature (e.g., CSIRO 2010, 2012; Cai et al. 2014; Grose
et al. 2015a; Timbal et al. 2016; Hope et al. 2017, 2015;
Grose et al. 2017) that sheds light on the cause of the
drying over Victoria. They concluded that
(i)

aspects of the drying in parts of Victoria are unusual
in terms of the historical record;
(ii) the drying observed over Victoria appears to have
been partly caused by anthropogenic climate change
and partly caused by natural climate variability;
(iii) a major focus for the research to date for southeast
Australia has been on the characteristics of the drying
and the impact of anthropogenic forcing on drivers
of climate variability in Victoria [e.g., ENSO, the
Subtropical Ridge (STR), the Hadley circulation, the
SAM, the IOD, and the interdecadal Pacific oscillation];
(iv) research directly examining the changes in Victorian
precipitation in climate models under anthropogenic
and natural forcing has been limited;
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(v)

the relative importance of anthropogenic forcing and
natural climate variability to the recent drying is
unclear (anthropogenic climate change has likely
exacerbated drying from natural variability, although
the magnitude of the anthropogenic drying is uncertain, and further research is needed to clarify the
magnitude of the contribution); and
(vi) there is scope to provide an estimate of the magnitude of the contribution of anthropogenic forcing
to the recent multidecadal drying through the use
of climate models and observations.
The main objective of this study is to build on the
earlier research to estimate the relative importance of
internal variability and external forcing in the recent
drying of cool-season rainfall by analyzing the observed
and simulated rainfall over Victoria. We will also address the following questions:
1) How unusual is the observed recent drying since the
beginning of the MD in 1997 over Victoria?
2) Did GHGs contribute to the twentieth-century drying? Do models simulate the decrease in rainfall
during the recent (1997–2018) period, and if they do,
how much of the drying is due to external forcing?
3) Do models project a decrease in rainfall in the near
future (2020–40) and toward the end of the twenty-first
century (2081–2100) under all three RCP scenarios, and
if so then how large is the simulated drying relative to the
preindustrial variability and to major observed droughts
like the MD? When does the impact of global GHG
emissions on rainfall become clear? That is, when does
external forcing ‘‘expel’’ rainfall beyond its preindustrial
and historical range (Power 2014)?
4) What is the expected combined impact of both external forcing and internal variability on Victorian rainfall over coming decades?
As far as we are aware, questions 2–4 have not been fully
addressed previously. Regarding question 1, it was partially
addressed by SEACI (CSIRO 2012), although how unusual
the recent cool-season rainfall decline is in terms of its own
stochastic variability has not been estimated. The remaining
part of the paper is organized as follows: a brief description
of data, climate models, and methods used is provided in
section 2. Results are presented in section 3, including the
results for the model evaluation. Section 4 summarizes the
major findings of this study, discusses possible explanations
for the observed results, and suggests future work.

2. Data, climate models, and methods
In this study, we use the observed rainfall data for the
period 1900–2018 to analyze the past climate variability
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and change over Victoria. This rainfall product is available at its original resolution of 0.058 3 0.058 spatially at
daily time resolution from the Bureau of Meteorology
under the Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP;
Jones et al. 2009). We converted this data to monthly
resolution and applied the conservative interpolation
method (Jones 1999; Rauniyar et al. 2017) to regrid them to
1.58 3 1.58 spatial resolution, which is closer to the resolution of the climate models. All the key statistics of observed
rainfall are computed by area-averaging (Victorian average) of the reprocessed data and the same is used to assess
the climate models used in this study.
Similarly, monthly rainfall simulations from a number
of global coupled climate models from phase 5 of the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor
et al. 2012) are used to understand the role of anthropogenic forcings in the past and future changes in Victorian
rainfall. For this project, we use the long-term model
simulations under the preindustrial control (piCTL) runs
with at least 500 years of simulations (see Table 1) unless
otherwise stated. In the piCTL experiments, the atmospheric concentrations of GHGs, aerosols, ozone, and
solar irradiance are prescribed (fixed) at the preindustrial
level (year 1850). Hence, piCTL simulations are very
useful to estimate the modeled range of internal climate
variability statistics (Delworth and Zeng 2014). Similarly,
historical simulations with three different forcings (i.e.,
all, GHG, and natural) are used for the period 1900–2005
to distinguish the role of natural and anthropogenic factors in the observed change of rainfall. Historical simulations with all forcings (histALL) have time-dependent
atmospheric composition due to both anthropogenic and
volcanic influences, solar forcing, and emissions or concentrations of short-lived species and natural and anthropogenic aerosols or their precursors, as well as land
use. The historical GHG-only (histGHG) and naturalonly (histNAT) simulations are similar to the histALL,
except that they include the time-varying greenhouse gas
forcings only and natural forcings (e.g., solar variability,
volcanoes, aerosols) only. Intercomparison of simulated
rainfall under these experiments could provide an answer
on how the Victorian rainfall responds to the different
atmospheric forcings. Furthermore, we also use future
projections of rainfall for the twenty-first century under
three RCPs (i.e., RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5), which
vary markedly in the amount of greenhouse gas emitted,
or drawn from the atmosphere, over the coming century
(van Vuuren et al. 2011). The labels for the RCPs
provide a rough estimate of the radiative forcing in the
year 2100 relative to preindustrial condition. For example, the RCP2.6 represents the lowest-emission scenario,
which has estimated a radiative forcing of approximately
2.6 W m22 at the year 2100.
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TABLE 1. Description of the models under different CMIP5 experiments that are used in this study. 35 models under preindustrial runs have
at least 200 years of simulations. The number reduces to 26 models with at least 500 years of simulation (3 in the piCTL column). Similarly, 48
models provide historical simulation using all-forcing for the period 1900–2005, but out of this only 18 and 16 models have historical simulations
under natural-only and GHG-only forcings, respectively. Out of 48 historical all forcings model, only 26 models have future projections under all
the three RCP scenarios, 38 models have them under RCP8.5 and RCP4.6 scenarios only, and 40 models have them for the RCP8.5 scenario
only. Most of the analysis in this paper is based on 24 models (in bold) that have at least 500 years of piCTL runs and also have simulations under
historical all-forcing, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5 scenarios. Model poor performance score is copied from appendix 3 of Timbal et al. (2016), which
shows the number of times a model scored low on various skill metrics [for details see Table 5.6.1, p. 76, in CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology
(2015)] and are used to recompute the multidecadal statistics by selecting the appropriate models only (performance score less than 3).
Historical
Model names

piCTL

ALL

ACCESS1.0
ACCESS1.3
BCC-CSM1.1
BCC-CSM1.1-m
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CCSM4
CESM1-BGC
CESM1-CAM5
CESM1-CAM5.1-FV2
CESM1-FASTCHEM
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CESM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CNRM-CM5.2
CSIRO-Mk3.6.0
CSIRO-Mk3L-1.2
EC-EARTH
FGOALS-g2
FGOALS-s2
FIO-ESM
GFDL-CM2p1
GFDL CM3
GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-ESM2M
GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-AO
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
INM-CM4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-LR
MPI-ESM-MR
MPI-ESM-P
MRI-CGCM3
MRI-ESM1
NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME
Total

3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1

3
3
3
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
35

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
48

NAT

RCPs
GHG

3

3

3
3
3

3
3

8.5

4.5

2.6

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

3

3
3
3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3

3

3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3

3
3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

16

3
3
40

3
3
38

3
3
28

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Poor performance
1
2
0
0
3
1
1
1
0
—
—
3
1
0
1
0
—
2
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
3
0
4
3
3
—
2
—
0
1
3
3
3
1
5
4
0
1
1
1
1
—
1
1
37
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For all the experiments described above, we use only the
first realization, initialization, and physical parameterization (i.e., r1i1p1) run of each model (see Table 1) to avoid
weighting models with more than one simulation. Each
CMIP5 experiment has a different number of model simulations as listed in Table 1, but we selected only 24 models
that have in common simulated rainfall across the piCTL,
histALL, RCP8.5, and RCP4.5 scenarios. Similarly, only
19 models are common under the piCTL, histALL, and
RCP2.6 scenarios and the number is further reduced to 13
for the piCTL, histALL, histGHG, and histNAT scenarios.
Furthermore, the models also differ in their spatial resolution, so we interpolated them using the conservative
mapping approach to a common 1.58 3 1.58 grid resolution
and used to compute the area-averaged rainfall time series
for Victoria prior to any analysis.
To analyze the rarity of occurrence of the recent decline
in rainfall in terms of its own variability, we perform
bootstrap resampling (Efron and Tibshirani 1994). This is
done by random resampling of the full historical period of
area-averaged cool-season rainfall (119 years: 1900–2018)
10 000 times and each time the difference between average
rainfall of the last 22 years and the average of the first 60
years is computed. These 10 000 samples of mean rainfall
differences are used to compute the relative frequency
distribution. Relative frequency distributions are also calculated for the percentage differences and for difference
scaled by the interannual standard deviation of rainfall
variability over the first 60 years. This gives a distribution
against which the recent decline can be compared to
compute its chance of occurrence relative to the statistical
variability. We choose the first six decades as a reference
assuming that the influence of climate change, if any, on
rainfall variability is less in earlier decades. Since the model
simulations under historical forcings cover the 1850–2005
period only, we extended the histALL to 2018 by augmenting the corresponding model RCP8.5 data over the
period 2006–18 to directly compare with the observational
period. We estimated the possible range of multidecadal
rainfall variability by computing the changes in rainfall in
20-yr blocks relative to the statistics of 500-yr-long piCTL
simulations. This provides us an opportunity to estimate
600 different multidecadal rainfall change situations (i.e.,
24 models 3 25 numbers of 20-yr blocks in 500 years of
piCTL), which are then used to compute the relative frequency distribution. This distribution can be used to represent the multidecadal changes that can arise due to
internal climate variability alone. Finally, we computed the
multidecadal rainfall changes relative to 500 years of
piCTL statistics for every 20-yr block from 1900–19 to
2081–2100 under histALL simulations combined with the
RCP scenarios. These values are then compared against
the distribution of multidecadal piCTL rainfall changes to
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estimate the statistics as discussed in section 3d. For example, we calculate an estimate of the relative proportion
of the rainfall decline that was due to external forcing, and
also the timing of when the signal due to external forcing
fully emerges from the internal variability.

3. Results
a. General characteristics
Historical records show that rainfall over Victoria
(Australia) exhibits a great deal of variability. The annual
rainfall map (Fig. 2a) shows that areas associated with higher
elevations receive the highest amount of rainfall, followed by
the southern coastal regions. Substantially less rainfall occurs
over the northwest of Victoria. Figure 2b shows that the
rainfall over Victoria occurs predominantly in the ‘‘cool
season’’ (defined here as April to October) compared to the
‘‘warm season’’ (Fig. 2c; November to March), except in the
eastern part of the state where a weaker seasonal cycle
dominates. The long-term average annual rainfall (1900–
2018) across Victoria is approximately 655 mm yr21 with
interannual standard deviation of 119 mm yr21 and cool
season on average contributes two-thirds (66%) of this
amount. However, annual rainfall varies considerably from
year to year, from decade to decade, and on longer time
scales (Fig. 3) in response to a complex interplay of several
large-scale climate drivers and other sources of natural variability and potentially climate change. Victoria has experienced below-average rainfall on average since the mid-1970s
(blue dashed line in Fig. 3). Despite the occurrence of several
wet years during the 1970s, in 2010–11, and more recently in
2016, the long-term annual mean rainfall exhibits a negative
trend (2 mm decade21). Figure 3 also shows that the low
annual rainfall in recent decades is dominated by the low
cool-season rainfall (Fig. 3b), which has declined by approximately 12% since the beginning of the MD in 1997
relative to the twentieth-century climatology. In comparison,
the change in warm-season rainfall (Fig. 3c) in recent decades is negligible (less than 11%). Hence, for the remainder of this paper, we primarily present and discuss the
characteristics of the cool-season rainfall only.

b. Multidecadal variability in rainfall
It is well known that Victorian rainfall exhibits multidecadal variability (Power et al. 1999b). To examine
whether the characteristics of rainfall in recent decades
are similar or different compared to any other multidecadal periods or the long-term climatology, we
compute the relative frequency distributions using coolseason monthly mean rainfall for different 20-yr blocks
from 1900–19 to 1997–2018 as shown in the legend of Fig. 4.
As expected, the multidecadal distributions or median values
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FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of mean (a) annual, (b) cool-season (April–October), and (c) warm-season (November–March) rainfall
(mm) across Victoria using Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP) 5 km 3 5 km gridded rainfall product for the 1900–2018
period. Elevations greater than 500 m are shown in red contours.

differ between the periods shown, confirming the existence
of decade to decade variations in rainfall. Nevertheless, the
variations among the twentieth-century distributions are not
substantially different from each other (as shown by the
median rainfall of these periods; vertical lines in varying
colors). We found that none of the differences between periods prior to 1997–2018 are statistically significant at 95%
level based on a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. In
contrast, the distribution of the recent decades (1997–2018)
differs substantially (p value , 0.05, using the same test)
from the rest of the multidecadal distributions, including
the distribution of the twentieth century. In fact, the
distribution of cool-season rainfall for 1997–2018 has
shifted to the left (i.e., to a mean lower monthly rainfall
value) compared to the rest of the distributions and a
clear shift in the frequency of rainfall around 60 mm
month21 can be seen (Fig. 4). In general, the 1997–2018
period experienced fewer cool seasons with rainfall above
the median of the twentieth century (60 mm month21)
whereas the frequency of the below median increased.
This change can be explained by a reduction in the frequency of rainy days during the cool season (Guerreiro
et al. 2018).
It is possible that the drier conditions over Victoria
since the start of the MD in 1997 may indicate a climate
shift as observed in southwest Western Australia (Hope
et al. 2010). It is also possible that the observed drying
trend is temporary and might have been caused by the
natural internal climate variability alone. As a first step
toward addressing these issues we first assess the degree
to which the drying is unusual. To do this, we perform
Monte Carlo (bootstrapping) experiments that provide statistics on the degree to which the recent decline is unusual in terms of its own variability.
Specifically, we randomly resample the full historical period (119 years; 1900–2018) area-averaged
cool-season rainfall 10 000 times and each time the
mean rainfall difference between the most recent 22

years period and the mean rainfall over the first six decades is computed. The relative frequency distributions
of these 10 000 samples of rainfall differences are computed (Fig. 5a). The results suggest that the recent decline in cool-season rainfall is very unusual (over 95%
significance) in terms of its own variability. It also indicates that the chance of such occurrence of low rainfall
in recent decades due to natural internal climate variability alone is less than 2%. This suggests that at least
some of the drying is due to external forcing, be that
human-induced (e.g., rising levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases, aerosol emissions, or the Antarctic ozone
hole) or natural (solar variability or tropical volcanic
eruptions). This issue is further explored below and in
section 3f.
An additional way of estimating the extent to which
human-induced forcing has caused a change is to examine climate model simulations with and without
human-induced forcing included in the simulations. The
difference between the two simulations can then be used
to quantify the impact of human-induced forcing on the
climate system, including Victorian rainfall changes.

c. Evaluation of CMIP5 models over Victoria
To use climate models to assess the contribution of
external forcing to the recent cool-season drying, we must
first evaluate if they are fit for purpose. Many studies have
evaluated the skill of climate models in simulating a wide
range of climate features by comparing their outputs
with a set of high-quality observations both internationally (e.g., as part of the IPCC AR5 process), nationally
(e.g., CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 2015), and
regionally (e.g., CSIRO 2010, 2012; Hope et al. 2017).
However, regional evaluation of CMIP5 models for
Victoria is limited (e.g., Bhend and Whetton 2015; Grose
et al. 2015b,a; Moise et al. 2015; Timbal et al. 2015).
Figure 6 shows the mean annual cycle of rainfall over
Victoria for the period 1900–2018 as observed (black
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FIG. 3. Time series of the observed mean rainfall (gray) and the 11-yr running mean (black),
both in mm month21, over Victoria, Australia: (a) annual, (b) cool season, and (c) warm season.
The horizontal black dashed and dotted lines represent the rainfall averages corresponding to
the WMO baseline periods 1961–90 and 1981–2010. Similarly, rainfall averages for the CSIRO/
BoM baseline period 1986–2005 and DELWP-adopted baseline period 1975–present are shown
by green and blue dashed lines, while that for the post-1997 baseline period is shown by a red
dashed line. Average values for the long-term climatology (1900–2018), the DELWP baseline
period, and the recent period since the beginning of the Millennium Drought in 1997 are shown
in the top-right corner of each panel.

line) and simulated in 24 CMIP5 models under the
histALL plus RCP8.5 scenario (dark gray lines). The
mean annual cycle for the piCTL runs using 500 years of
data from the above models is also shown in light gray

lines. Consistent with the VicCI results, which used 1986–
2005 as a baseline, we found that the majority of CMIP5
models simulate the timing of seasonal rainfall pattern
adequately, but with some exceptions. For example, a few
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FIG. 4. Relative frequency distributions of Victoria-averaged cool-season monthly mean
rainfall for different 20-yr blocks from 1900–19 to 2000 (see legend) are shown by colored lines.
The same distributions, but for the 1997–2018 period (start of Millennium Drought to nearpresent) and for the pre–Millennium Drought period 7(1900–96) are shown in solid and dashed
black lines, respectively. The vertical lines represent the median values of the distributions and
are shown in the parentheses in the legend. The Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP;
Jones et al. 2009) monthly rainfall data regridded at 1.58 3 1.58 are used.

models (3 out of 24) show a reversed annual cycle (i.e., a
summer peak in rainfall for Victoria) and there exists
large intermodel spread. Nevertheless, the multimodel
ensemble mean exhibits a seasonal evolution similar to its
observed counterpart. However, the multimodel ensemble mean tends to underestimate the observed rainfall in
all seasons except summer. In addition, the peak-to-peak
amplitude of multimodel mean is approximately 25 mm
month21 while the same for the observation is around
35 mm month21. Figure 6b shows that this is due to underestimation of rainfall during the cool season but
overestimation during the warm season. Furthermore,
the models tend to slightly delay (by a month) the start of
rainy season over Victoria compared to the observation.
Our analysis shows that the annual cycle of rainfall under
historical conditions is slightly drier in the cool season and
wetter in the warm season compared with preindustrial
runs of the same models. This indicates that the dry bias
and warming bias (not shown) evident in the historical
runs are at least partially linked.
Note that the magnitude of cool-season drying in the
historical runs with respect to piCTL runs is small
compared with the observed decline. Models simulations are further evaluated by comparing the relative
frequency of randomized differences for models with
the observed equivalent as shown in Figs. 5a–c (cf. black
and gray distributions). It shows that the observed distribution has a greater spread than the model distribution. This can arise if the models tend to underestimate
internal variability and/or the models underestimate the

externally forced drying. We will examine these issues in
more detail below in section 3f. Given the limitations of
current models, we also evaluated results based on the
best-performing models (poor performance score less
than or equal to 2 in the last column of Table 1). The
score represents the number of times a model scored low
on various skill metrics used for model evaluation
(Timbal et al. 2016; CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology
2015). These results are discussed in section 3d.

d. Simulation of past, present, and future rainfall
changes
To better understand whether the recent dry decades
are consistent with the expectations of climate change
under greenhouse gas forcing, we analyzed changes in
rainfall in 20-yr blocks from 1900–19 to 2100 under different RCP scenarios relative to 500-yr-long piCTL simulations. Figure 7 shows the percentage changes in rainfall
for these periods as well as the possible range of multidecadal changes that can arise due to internal variability
alone. According to models, the net externally forced signal is very small during the twentieth century, and there is
very little agreement among models on the sign of the
change (ranges from 56% to 75%). In addition, the multimodel median (MMM) values are close to zero with
interquartile ranges being mostly within one standard deviation of the piCTL distribution’s mean. However, the
impact of external forcing is very clear by the end of
twenty-first century under all three RCP scenarios. The
results also indicate that the impact of emission reduction
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(RCP8.5 vs RCP2.6) is clear from the mid-twenty-first
century in terms of median change; the MMM changes are
similar under all the three RCP scenarios prior to 2060.
By late twenty-first century, the MMM percentage
change in rainfall is 216% with an interquartile range
(IQR) of approximately 229% to 29% under RCP8.5
forcing. The lowest-emission scenario (RCP2.6) projects a
decline of 27% with an IQR between 29% and 25%,
while the projected decline for the intermediate-emission
scenario (RCP4.5) is 29% for with an IQR of 213%
to 26%. The MMM change under RCP8.5 is almost 4
times the standard deviation of piCTL variability, which is
well beyond the modeled range of internal climate variability in the piCTL simulations. The externally forced
change in rainfall after year 2060 under RCP8.5 implies
that substantial drying over Victoria is inevitable because
internal variability is, by comparison, far too weak to offset
it. Of course, there is approximately a 50% chance that
internal variability will actually exacerbate the externally
forced drying. The MMM drying during near future periods (e.g., 2010–29 and 2018–37), on the other hand, is
smaller than this. The MMM value for 2010–29 shows a
change in rainfall of 24% (IQR: 28% to 22%) whereas
for the near future (2018–37) the MMM drying increases
slightly to approximately 25% (IQR: 28% to 23%). For
2018–37, we estimate that there is a 12% chance that externally forced drying averaged over this period could be
completely masked by internal variability. Equivalently
there is an 88% chance that the 2018–37 period will be
drier than the preindustrial average. Confidence in these
numbers are lowered as the models tend to underestimate
the magnitude of internal variability (see section 3f and
discussion for details).
The decline in rainfall is evident from the early
twenty-first century (e.g., 2010–29) in the sense that
during this period over 90% of models agree on the sign
of the MMM change (i.e., negative) under all three RCP
scenarios. The MMM value for the more recent decadal
period (1997–2018) is approximately 22% with IQR
of 24% and 11%, which suggests that external forcing

FIG. 5. Relative frequency distributions of the area-averaged
Victorian cool-season (a) mean rainfall change (DP), (b) percentage
change (100 3 DP/m), and (c) standardized change (DP/s) between
the recent 22-yr period and the first 60-yr period calculated by random
resampling of the full historical period (119 years; 1900–2018) 10 000

times and computing the difference each time. Symbols m and
s represent the mean and interannual standard deviation of the data
during the first 60 years. The observed (model) histogram is shown in
dark (light) gray bars with the fitted Gaussian kernel distribution
overlaid by a black (gray) line. Bin sizes are respectively 0.5 mm
month21, 1%, and 0.05% for change, percentage change, and standardized change. Black dashed and dotted vertical lines from left to
right represent 1% and 5% probability of exceedance based on the
observed distribution. Dark dashed vertical lines denote the observed
difference between the means of the recent 22-yr period (1997–2018)
and the first 60-yr period (1900–59).
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FIG. 6. CMIP5-simulated (a) mean annual cycle of rainfall using
the 1900–2018 period and (b) the corresponding amplitudes relative
to the long-term annual mean climatology. Observations based on
AWAP are shown by a black line. The multimodel ensemble mean
for the same period under histALL simulation patched with RCP8.5
(HIST/RCP8.5) scenario is shown by a red line and the ensemble
mean of piCTL models with at least 500 years of simulation is shown
by a green line. Individual HIST/RCP8.5 and piCTL models as listed
in Table 1 are shown in dark and light gray colors. Shaded areas
indicate the minimum and maximum values of HIST/RCP8.5 models
(dark gray) and piCTL models (light gray), respectively.

only makes a small contribution to the observed decline. Estimates of the other descriptive statistics for
each 20-yr block using the numbers of models available
under three RCP scenarios are given in Table 2.
The conclusions remain the same as described above
even if attention is restricted to the best-performing
models, with performance based on the metrics listed in
Table 1. For example, the MMM value using the 18 best
models under RCP8.5 forcing exhibits a 20% decline toward the end of the twenty-first century (not shown), which
is slightly higher than the drying estimated using all 24
models (i.e., 216%). However, there exists no difference
in the interquartile range (229% to 29%). Similarly, we
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FIG. 7. (top) The percentage changes in cool-season mean rainfall in
20-yr blocks from 1900–19 to 2081–2100 (shown on the left side of the y
axis) under historical and three RCPs scenarios. Changes are calculated
relative to 500 years of piCTL runs. The same 24 models are used for
the piCTL, historical, and RCP8.5 simulations (see Table 1). For each
20-yr block, the distribution of changes in 24 models under RCP8.5 are
represented as box-and-whisker plots for each 20-yr period. The vertical
line in the box indicates the median, the shaded box represents the 25th
to 75th percentiles, and the whiskers indicate the minimum and the
maximum values based on 24 CMIP5 models. The median values for
RCP4.5 and RCP2.6 scenarios are overlaid on the boxplots as blue
circles and green stars, respectively. The fractions of models that exhibit
the same sign as the median are shown on the right side of the y axis in
order for RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5. (bottom) The range of piCTLmodeled internal climate variability computed as the relative frequency
of changes in mean rainfall in 20-yr blocks in 500 years of piCTL runs.

did not find any substantial difference between the results
using the best models only and all available models for the
recent (1997–2018) and near-future (2018–37) periods.

e. Role of greenhouse gases (GHGs)and natural
processes
In this section, we examine three different historical
runs—histALL, histGHG, and histNAT—to quantify
the extent to which human-induced forcing has caused
an observed change in Victorian rainfall. Unfortunately,
the simulations of rainfall under these forcings are only
available to the year 2005. The time series shown in
Fig. 8 represents the percentage changes in rainfall relative to the mean of 500 years of piCTL simulations.
These are smoothed using 20-yr running mean to remove the year-to-year variability. Therefore, the results
shown in Fig. 8 are more representative until the 1995
(i.e., average of 1986–2005). Despite this, the result
shows that 10 out of 13 models simulate decrease in
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Mean
Standard deviation
Minimum
25th percentile
50th percentile
75th percentile
Maximum

RCP2.6 (No. of
models 5 19)

RCP4.5 (No. of
models 5 24)

Mean
Standard deviation
Minimum
25th percentile
50th percentile
75th percentile
Maximum
Mean
Standard deviation
Minimum
25th percentile
50th percentile
75th percentile
Maximum

Descriptive
statistics

RCP8.5 (No. of
models 5 24)

Scenarios

20.9
4.4
28.1
24.2
20.6
1.8
7.8

21.1
4.3
28.1
24.2
20.6
1.6
7.8

21.4
3.4
27.2
23.8
21.1
0.6
4.1

21.2
3.6
27.2
23.4
20.9
1.0
4.1

1920–1939

1900–1919

21.4
5.0
28.9
24.6
23.2
1.3
8.5

21.7
4.6
28.9
24.6
22.9
0.7
8.5
Same as above

1940–1959

22.7
4.5
210.5
25.7
22.8
0.1
4.4

22.6
4.3
210.5
25.5
22.7
0.0
4.4

1960–1979

0.6
6.2
29.4
22.6
20.4
3.4
16.2

0.2
6.2
29.4
23.6
20.4
3.8
16.2

1980–1999

23.5
4.0
29.2
26.8
23.9
21.0
5.4

21.8
3.9
28.1
24.6
21.6
1.5
6.2
23.0
4.4
210.1
26.2
22.7
0.2
6.4

1997–2018

25.3
3.3
211.9
26.9
24.7
23.6
1.6

24.4
4.7
214.0
26.7
23.9
22.2
5.8
25.9
3.4
213.4
27.9
26.3
23.7
1.5

2010–2029

25.3
3.8
213.0
27.4
25.6
22.9
0.3

25.5
4.4
219.4
27.4
25.6
22.9
0.8
26.8
4.2
214.7
29.8
26.0
24.0
1.2

2018–2037

25.4
5.3
217.9
28.0
25.5
23.1
4.7

27.6
6.8
217.9
213.5
26.2
22.0
4.1
26.9
7.5
224.3
211.3
25.1
20.8
4.1

2041–2060

Percentage changes in cool-season rainfall in 20-yr blocks from 1900–19 to 2100

25.8
5.4
214.8
210.2
25.7
21.3
2.7

213.4
10.3
230.5
222.6
213.3
25.1
2.3
28.3
7.9
220.2
214.8
29.7
20.4
5.6

2061–2080

26.4
4.4
215.6
29.0
26.5
24.8
1.5

216.8
13.3
237.2
228.8
215.5
28.8
6.5
28.8
6.6
220.0
213.6
28.6
25.7
5.5

2081–2100

TABLE 2. Percentage changes in cool-season rainfall in 20-yr blocks from 1900–19 to 2100 for three RCP scenarios relative to 500 years of preindustrial runs. For RCP8.5 and RCP4.5
scenarios, 24 models are used (see Table 1 for details) to estimate the descriptive statistics (second column) while 19 models are used for the RCP2.6 scenario. Statistics for the recent
period (1997–2018) are highlighted in italic and multimodel median (50th percentile) values are shown in bold type.
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FIG. 8. Time series of percentage change in cool-season multidecadal (20 yr) rainfall in
historical model simulations with (a) all, (b) natural-only, (c) GHG-only, and (d) non-GHG
anthropogenic forcing. Note that (d) represents the rainfall response from historical with the
impact from both GHGs and natural external forcing subtracted. Responses are assumed to be
linear. Changes are relative to 500 years of piCTL runs. Only 13 models were available at the
time study with all three historical forcings (see Table 1).

rainfall post-1970 under histGHG simulations. This
suggests that the increased concentration of GHGs
emission generally leads to a drier climate over Victoria.
On the contrary, when the models are forced with the
histNAT (e.g., volcanoes, solar variability) forcings, no robust trend exists. It is likely that the drying caused by
greenhouse gases in the late twentieth century could have
been disguised by natural processes, model internal variability, and aerosols. To test this, we computed the rainfall

response from histALL with the impact from both histGHG
and histNAT external forcing subtracted (Fig. 8d). It shows
an MMM increase toward the end of the twentieth century.
This might merely reflect sampling error arising from internal variability. On the other hand, perhaps non-GHG
external forcing (e.g., sulfate aerosols) is partially offsetting
the GHG drying, which is evidenced in 9 out of 13 models.
As a result, the histALL forcing simulations do not show
any significant decrease in rainfall toward the end of the
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TABLE 3. Contribution of anthropogenic forcing to observed drying for the period 1997–2018 relative to 1900–59. Change (D), percentage change (100 3 D/m), and standardized changes relative to internal standard deviation (D/s) and decadal standard deviation (D/sd)
are considered. Here D is the difference in Victorian-averaged mean rainfall between 1997–2018 and 1900–2018, m is the Victorianaveraged rainfall over the 1900–59 period, and s and sd are respectively the interannual and interdecadal standard deviation of Victorian
averaged rainfall over the same period. Observed change (DOBS) is shown in column 2. The multimodel median (MMM) values of the
simulated changes for three different RCPs are shown in columns 3–5 along with the interquartile ranges (shown in parentheses in italic
type). The ‘‘weighted mean’’ change is the average of DMMM for all three RCPs, weighted by the number of models (i.e., 40, 38, and 27,
respectively, as shown in parentheses). The relative contribution of anthropogenic forcing to the observed drying is shown in the last
column as a percentage in bold type for MMM, together with IQRs in parentheses in italic and bold type.
MMM and IQR

Standardization
methods
D
100 3 D/m
D/s
D/sd

DOBS

RCP8.5 (40)

RCP4.5 (38)

27.8 mm
month21
212%
20.6
22.05

20.7 (22.6, 1.0)

22 (22.8, 20.3)

RCP2.6 (27)

Weighted
mean (DMMM)

21.6 (23.0, 0.1) 21.35 (22.8, 0.3)

21.3 (24.4, 1.7)
23.6 (25.3, 20.6)
23.2 (25.3, 0.2) 22.5 (25, 0.5)
20.07 (20.23, 0.1) 20.2 (20.28, 20.02) 20.14 (20.33, 0) 20.14 (20.27, 0.03)
20.28 (20.83, 0.3) 20.76 (21.3, 20.09) 20.63 (21.4, 0) 20.55 (21.14, 20.15)

twentieth century. Further research is needed to clarify the
relative importance and impact of the various individual
forcings to the observed changes.

f. Past changes in Victorian rainfall
The observed decline in rainfall for 1997–2018 is more
than 2 times the interdecadal variability of 1900–2018,
which is extremely large (Table 3). To examine how
unusual the observed and simulated changes in rainfall
during recent decades are relative to the modeled internal variability, we computed the percentage changes
in mean rainfall of the recent 22-yr period (1997–2018)
relative to the first 60-yr period (1900–59) for all the
models under historical forcing and the three RCP scenarios. We computed the same statistic (i.e., percentage
change from the first six decades to a subsequent 22-yr
period) for the piCTL models with at least 200 years of
simulations. For each piCTL model, we repeated this
1000 times and each time the percentage difference between the average of the last 22 years and the average of
the first six decades is computed. This is done to remain
consistent with Fig. 5 in which only 119 years of data are
used. This provides us with a sample of 35 000 values (35
models 3 1000) of percentage rainfall changes due to internal climate variability alone. This is used to estimate the
range of modeled internal multidecadal climate variability
as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 9. The results show that
the magnitude of the observed drying over 1997–2018
period (212%) is unusually large relative to internally
generated multidecadal variability in the models. An alternative expression, preferred by a reviewer, is that the
differences are statistically significant at the 1% significance level. In fact, we estimate there is less than a 1%

Percentage
contribution
(100 3
DMMM/
DOBS)
17 (36, 24)
20 (40, 24)
23 (45, 26)
26 (55, 25)

chance that the observed drying could occur from internal
variability alone. Note that in estimating the magnitude of
multidecadal variability we assumed that the variability is
well represented as a white noise process. If the variability
is not a white noise, then it is possible that we are underestimating the magnitude.
We also found that only one model (i.e., IPSL-CM5B-LR)
under either RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 exhibits drying as great as
the observed drying. We estimated the magnitude of the
externally forced drying in models by averaging the median
values of all three RCPs, but each scenario is weighted by the
number of models used under that scenario (see Table 3 for
number of models under each scenario and corresponding median values). We did the same for the IQR
values of three RCPs and found that the externally
forced median drying is only 22.5% with an IQR
around 25 to 10.5%. This suggests that the 12% decline has two components, one of 2.5% from anthropogenic forcing and another from internal variability of
9.5%. The percentage contribution of anthropogenic
forcing, taking models as face value, is 20% (i.e., 100 3
2.5%/12%). However, there is large uncertainty. The
IQR range, for example, is 40% to 24% (Table 3).
Given that the model simulations underestimate the
observed rainfall variability (see below), the above
estimates of the external forcing contribution may be
underestimated.
A 20% decline in the mean increases the likelihood of
experiencing drying as large as the observed drying
(from 0.0033 to 0.0148, a fivefold increase). This estimate is based on adjustment of the relative frequency
distribution of preindustrial model output (Fig. 9)
to reflect the decline in the mean. The likelihood
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FIG. 9. Percentage changes in rainfall of the recent 22-yr (1997–2018)
period relative to first 60-yr (1900–59) period in CMIP5 models under (top
three panels) historical and three RCP scenarios as well (bottom) as the
piCTL runs. Boxplots of change in rainfall are based on histALL simulations extended with 40 models under RCP8.5 in the top panel, 38 models
under RCP4.5 in the second panel, and 27 models under RCP2.6 scenarios
in the third panel. The vertical line in the box indicates the median, the box
represents the interquartile range (IQR: 25th to 75th percentiles), and the
whiskers indicate the 5th to 95th percentiles. The 27 CMIP5 models that
provide rainfall simulations under all three RCP scenarios are shown by
gray circles. The models that are not in RCP2.6 but are in RCP8.5 and
RCP4.5 (total of 11) are shown by green circles. Similarly, the models
(total of 2) that have simulations under RCP8.5 only, not in other RCP
scenarios, are shown by red circles. The bottom panel is as in bottom panel
of Fig. 5, but using 35 CMIP models with at least 200 years of piCTL
simulation. The relative frequency distribution shown in the bottom panel
is computed using 35 000 samples of rainfall change from 35 piCTL
models, each randomized 1000 times to compute the change in mean
rainfall of the recent 22-yr period from the first six decades. The vertical
dashed line indicates no change in average rainfall between the most recent 22 years and the first 60 years. The observed percentage change is
indicated using crosses and the thin vertical solid line.

will be larger if the models underestimate internal
variability.
The conclusions are very similar if the data are standardized by the standard deviation of variability over the
first 60 years (see Table 3 for details). With standardized
data, a larger number of models (3 to 5, depending on the
scenario) simulate dry conditions similar to the observed
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difference (not shown) and the percentage contribution
of anthropogenic forcing for the standardized change is
slightly larger (i.e., 23%). The fact that more models are
able to simulate standardized drying suggests that the
models might underestimate variability. This would also
help to explain why the contribution of anthropogenic
forcing to the standardized decline in rainfall is larger
than the contribution to the percentage change. We
will examine the ability of models to simulate variability below.
It is of interest to compare the magnitude of the projected changes with changes that have already been observed as in Fig. 10, which shows observed rainfall changes
during the World War II and Millennium Droughts and
during the last 22 years (i.e., 1997–2018), together with
simulated changes for the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The plot illustrates several important points. For
example, the MMM projected drying in the late twentyfirst century under RCP8.5 (i.e., 12% relative to 1900–59)
is not as large as the drying that was observed during the
MD (15.7%). The fact that the simulated drying during all
periods from 1900 to 2100 is lower than the drying that was
observed during the MD further illustrates that—according to the models—the MD drying was dominated by internal variability, and not external forcing.
On the other hand, the projected drying in the late
twenty-first century under RCP8.5 is larger than the observed WWII drying (9%) and approximately the same as
the drying observed during the last 22 years (12.1%). This
illustrates that global warming will significantly increase
the risk of events like the WWII and recent droughts. As
expected, the late-twenty-first-century MMM drying is
smaller under RCP4.5 relative to RCP8.5. However, it is
still similar in magnitude to the WWII drought.
Note that these MMM values are estimates of the impact
of external forcing on rainfall. What rainfall Victoria receives
will also be a function of internal variability. However, the
externally forced drying under RCP8.5 is so large that internal variability will—again according to the models—either
exacerbate drying to levels that rival or exceed the MD
drying, or they might offset the externally forced drying to
WWII drought levels. Offsets larger than this appear unlikely.
In summary, the results imply that the recent decline in
rainfall is very unusual and more than 95% of models
underestimate the magnitude of the observed drying. The
underestimation of the changes in rainfall by the models
can arise, in principle, from one or more of four nonmutually exclusive reasons [as per framework outlined by
Kociuba and Power (2015) and Power et al. (2017)]:
d Observational error. If this contributed at all, we assume it would be a very minor contribution as we used
high-quality gridded data produced by the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology.
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FIG. 10. Simulated percentage changes in cool-season rainfall compared with observed
changes during the World War II and Millennium Droughts, and the recent period 1997–2018,
all relative to 1900–59. As in Fig. 7, the distributions of changes in 24 models under RCP8.5 are
represented as box-and-whisker plots for each 20-yr period. The horizontal line in the box
indicates the median, the shaded box represents the interquartile range (IQR: 25th to 75th
percentiles), and the whiskers indicate the minimum and the maximum values based on 24
CMIP5 models. The median values for RCP4.5 and RCP2.6 scenarios are overlaid on the
boxplots by blue and green circles, with corresponding IQRs represented by the blue and green
vertical lines, respectively.

d

d

d

The real world exhibited a very unusual and extreme internally generated event. In section 3a we found that the recent
observed drying is very unusual in terms of both observed
variability and modeled internal variability. However, we do
not know for sure what caused the observed change: it could
be dominated by a large forced response or by an unusually
large internally driven, natural event.
Models underestimate the forced response. This is a
possibility we cannot exclude. This can arise because
the models are not sensitive enough to greenhouse gas
forcing, or because the forcing (e.g., to sulfate aerosols) applied to model is imperfect, and this leads to an
underestimate of the drying.
Model variability is too weak. Figure 11 illustrates that
the models do indeed appear to underestimate both
interannual and decadal variability. However, even if
standardized changes are examined, the models still
tend to underestimate the observed change. So, the
weaker than observed variability contributes to the
difficulty, but it is not the sole cause.

4. Summary and discussion
The cool season (e.g., April to October) in Victoria in
southeast Australia is important for many crops and for
replenishing reservoirs. Rainfall over Victoria during
the cool season has been approximately 12% below the

twentieth-century average since the beginning of the
MD in 1997, which is very unusual by historical standards (p value , 0.05). This contrasts with the warm
season (November to March), which exhibits virtually
no change at all in rainfall over the same period.
We analyzed 24 CMIP5 global climate models forced
under preindustrial historical conditions, as well as three
scenarios for the twenty-first century: RCP2.6, RCP4.5,
and RCP8.5. We also examined historical runs in which
greenhouse gas (GHG) increases and natural external
forcing were applied separately. Our analysis shows that
while GHGs appear to have contributed to drying in the
late twentieth century, the effect in models on drying
during the twentieth century has been offset by other
processes. These cannot be unambiguously identified
here, but there is a suggestion of increased rainfall either
from volcanic or solar changes, sampling issues, or from
non-GHG anthropogenic forcing (e.g., sulfate aerosols).
The results also show that while 1997–2018 average
rainfall is below the preindustrial average in two-thirds
or more of models under the three scenarios, the magnitude of the externally forced median drying is
only 22.5% in all three scenarios (with an interquartile
range of approximately 25 to 10.5%). The model results
suggest that external forcing contributed only 20%
(interquartile range 40% to 24%) of the drying observed in
1997–2018, relative to 1900–59. Together these results
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FIG. 11. Comparison between the model-simulated and the observed
cool-season rainfall standard deviations (std), both in mm month21, for
the period 1900–2018. Interannual and decadal standard deviations are
shown along the x and y axes, respectively. The crossing point of the
dashed dark gray lines, marked with a black filled circle, represents the
observation, and the light gray lines represent the 5% and 95% confidence intervals of the standard deviation using bootstrapping. The
histALL simulations extended with the RCP8.5, RCP4.5, and RCP2.6
scenarios are respectively shown in black stars, blue crosses, and green
plus symbols.

suggest that the observed drying was dominated by natural
internal rainfall variability. Given that the models poorly
simulate the observed variability, the above estimates of the
external forcing contribution may be underestimated.
Nevertheless, over southwestern Australia, Delworth and
Zeng (2014) found that a possible underestimation of decadal variability by their model did not alter their primary
conclusions. This is also seen in this study when the change is
scaled by decadal variability, the contribution of external
forcing increases slightly to 26% with an interquartile range
of 55% to 25%.
In contrast, Hoerling et al. (2010) found that the vast
majority of CMIP3 models show a positive trend over the
1977–2006 period, whereas a decline in annual rainfall
over southeast Australia was observed. Their results
showed that neither SST nor anthropogenic forcing contributed to the observed decline. Hoerling et al. (2010)
suggested that the observed decrease they examined
could be reconciled with a bout of strong atmospheric
internal variability representing a 1.4 standardized departure to match the amplitude of the observed 30-yr
drying in annual rainfall. Our analysis showed that a 2.05
standardized departure is required to match the observed
recent 22-yr decline in cool-season rainfall. The differences between Hoerling et al. (2010) and this study are
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expected as we have analyzed the cool season Victorianaverage rainfall for the recent 22-yr period (1997–2018) as
opposed to annual rainfall for an earlier 30-yr period (i.e.,
1977–2006) over a larger southeast Australian region.
Furthermore, we examined CMIP5 models—which show
an overall improvement over Australia compared with
CMIP3 models (CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 2015;
Moise et al. 2015). Finally, Delworth and Zeng (2014) also
found that the observed changes during autumn and winter
for the period 1981–2012 relative to the 1911–70 period
over southeastern Australia were unusual, although not
clearly distinguishable from internal variability.
While the multimodel median (MMM) is below the
long-term (i.e., 500 years) piCTL average from 1997–
2018 onward, the externally forced drying only becomes
clear during 2010–29, when the proportion of models
exhibiting drying increases to over 90% under all three
scenarios. In some models this represents climatic ‘‘expulsion’’ (Power 2014), in which rainfall variability is
forced beyond its historical or preindustrial range by
anthropogenic forcing. This reflects the increase in the
magnitude of the externally forced drying as the twentyfirst century unfolds. For RCP8.5 the change in rainfall
is 24% (interquartile range is 28% to 22%) for 2010–29
whereas for 2018–37 the decline is 25% (interquartile
range of 28% to 23%).
The MMM values are very similar for all scenarios
prior to 2060 (Table 2). This is in contrast to later periods when the benefits of reducing global GHG
emissions in terms of arresting the decline in Victorian
rainfall is clear. This indicates that reducing GHG emission as defined in RCP2.6 reduces the likelihood that
Victoria will experience drying as strong as in RCP8.5 in
the late twenty-first century. The MMM externally forced
changes in Victorian rainfall under RCP8.5, RCP4.5, and
RCP2.6 are 213.3%, 29.7%, and 25.7% for 2061–80,
and 216%, 28.6%, and 26.5% for 2080–99, respectively.
These values are consistent with the earlier studies that
looked at rainfall changes in the CMIP5 models (e.g.,
Grose et al. 2015a; Timbal et al. 2015; Hope et al. 2017).
It is important to note that these figures are for the
externally forced signal only, and that future Victorian
rainfall will be a function of both external forcing and
natural processes. Internal variability for example, might
over any particular decade end up either temporarily
reinforcing or opposing the drying trend due to the externally forced signal. Taking both the magnitude of the
externally forced decline and the variability, we estimate
that there is a 12% chance that internal rainfall variability
will completely offset the externally forced drying averaged over 2018–37, regardless of scenario. In contrast, the
externally forced change under RCP8.5 by the late
twenty-first century is so large (median 5 216%, which is
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approximately 4 times the standard deviation of multidecadal variability) that net drying appears inevitable
under RCP8.5.
Confidence in the modeled projections is lowered because
models underestimate long-term average Victorian rainfall
and the amplitude of the annual cycle of rainfall over
Victoria, and the overwhelming majority of models appear
to underestimate the magnitude of the observed decline in
rainfall. The reasons for this last underestimation—which
are not mutually exclusive—were outlined (section 3f)
following a framework presented previously (Kociuba and
Power 2015; Power et al. 2017): (i) the real world exhibited a
very unusual and extremely large natural, internally generated event that dominates the observed drying; (ii) models
underestimate the forced response; (iii) model variability is
too weak; and/or (iv) observational error, which we do not
consider to be a major factor. On the other hand, we showed
that some, but not all, of this underestimation appears to
arise because most models seem to underestimate multidecadal rainfall variability. This might be linked to an underestimation of the Pacific decadal variability (Power et al.
2017) or the coarse resolution of the CMIP5 models (Chen
and Dai 2019). Further clarification of these issues requires
additional research. In addition, CMIP5 models are found to
exhibit some systematic deficiencies when they are assessed
on their ability to simulate key features of atmospheric circulation and modes of climate variability (e.g., STR, jets,
atmospheric blocking, baroclinic instability, storm tracks,
ENSO, and IOD) and their relationship with Victorian
rainfall. For example, many CMIP5 models adequately
simulate the broad characteristics (intensification, poleward
shift, and seasonal cycle) of the STR under global warming;
however, the models underestimate the historical trends in
the STR intensity and the magnitude of the correlation coefficient between interannual STR intensity and Victorian
rainfall (Grose et al. 2015b, 2017; Timbal et al. 2015).
Similarly, CMIP5 models exhibit a substantial bias in modeling the impacts of the trend of the SAM on Victorian
rainfall with some models underestimating the winter rainfall
decline associated with high SAM and overestimating the
increase in summer rainfall (Lim and Hendon 2015; Timbal
et al. 2016; Hope et al. 2017). These issues suggest that
CMIP5 rainfall projections for Victoria during the cool
season in response to the STR and SAM changes may be
underestimated, and this lowers confidence in Victorian
rainfall projections using the same CMIP5 models. If externally forced drying is underestimated because the response
to greenhouse gases is underestimated, then the magnitude
of projected changes might also be underestimated. We hope
to further investigate these issues in the next generation
of—hopefully improved—climate models. Research on the
issue raised using downscaled information would be also be
useful, particularly for subregional changes near topography.
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In closing, it is important to note that the relative
importance of causes (i)–(iii) is not known. It would
therefore be imprudent to assume that (ii) alone is
responsible for the underestimation of the observed
drying and to dismiss our estimate of the externally
forced contribution to the observed drying in Victorian
rainfall (i.e., 20% with an interquartile range of 40%
to 24%). Further research may well lead to revisions
in this estimate, but as it stands, this is the first and
best available estimate of the contribution. We hope
to revisit these issues using the next generation of
climate models and downscaled simulations in future
studies.
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